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A book on mergers, acquisitions and corporate restructuring for students and practitioners of finance.
The most up-to-date guide on making the right capital restructuring moves The Art of Capital Restructuring provides a fresh look at the
current state of mergers, acquisitions, and corporate restructuring around the world. The dynamic nature of M&As requires an evolving
understanding of the field, and this book considers several different forms of physical restructuring such as divestitures as well as financial
restructuring, which refers to alterations in the capital structure of the firm. The Art of Capital Restructuring not only explains the financial
aspects of these transactions but also examines legal, regulatory, tax, ethical, social, and behavioral considerations. In addition to this timely
information, coverage also includes discussion of basic concepts, motives, strategies, and techniques as well as their application to
increasingly complex, real-world situations. Emphasizes best practices that lead to M&A success Contains important and relevant research
studies based on recent developments in the field Comprised of contributed chapters from both experienced professionals and academics,
offering a variety of perspectives and a rich interplay of ideas Skillfully blending theory with practice, this book will put you in a better position
to make the right decisions with regard to capital restructuring in today's dynamic business world.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780123748782 .
????????
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities: An Integrated Approach to Process, Tools, Cases, and Solutions, Tenth Edition, is
the most comprehensive and cutting-edge text available on the subject. Supported by recent peer-reviewed academic research, this book
provides many recent, notable deals, precedent-setting judicial decisions, government policies and regulations, and trends affecting M & As,
as well as takeover strategies and tactics. Today's policies, politics and economics are reflected in the book's 40 case studies, 90% of which
involve deals either announced or completed during the last several years. These cases represent friendly, hostile, highly leveraged, and
cross-border transactions in ten different industries, involving public and private firms and those experiencing financial distress. Sections
discuss an overview of M & As, key regulations, common strategies and tactics, how managers may choose a business strategy from
available options, valuation methods and basic financial modeling techniques, the negotiating process, how deal structuring and financing are
inextricably linked, how consensus is reached during the bargaining process, the role of financial models in closing the deal and strategic
growth options as alternatives to domestic M & As. Provides a rigorous discussion of the strengths and limitations of financial modeling as
applied to M & A and how these models can be applied in various areas Includes new academic research and updated/revised case studies
Presents updated M & A tactics and strategies, along with court cases and new regulations governing business combinations, valuation
methodologies and financing.
The essential M&A primer, updated with the latest research and statistics Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructurings provides a
comprehensive look at the field's growth and development, and places M&As in realistic context amidst changing trends, legislation, and
global perspectives. All-inclusive coverage merges expert discussion with extensive graphs, research, and case studies to show how M&As
can be used successfully, how each form works, and how they are governed by the laws of major countries. Strategies and motives are
carefully analyzed alongside legalities each step of the way, and specific techniques are dissected to provide deep insight into real-world
operations. This new seventh edition has been revised to improve clarity and approachability, and features the latest research and data to
provide the most accurate assessment of the current M&A landscape. Ancillary materials include PowerPoint slides, a sample syllabus, and a
test bank to facilitate training and streamline comprehension. As the global economy slows, merger and acquisition activity is expected to
increase. This book provides an M&A primer for business executives and financial managers seeking a deeper understanding of how
corporate restructuring can work for their companies. Understand the many forms of M&As, and the laws that govern them Learn the
offensive and defensive techniques used during hostile acquisitions Delve into the strategies and motives that inspire M&As Access the latest
data, research, and case studies on private equity, ethics, corporate governance, and more From large megadeals to various forms of
downsizing, a full range of restructuring practices are currently being used to revitalize and supercharge companies around the world.
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructurings is an essential resource for executives needing to quickly get up to date to plan their
own company's next moves.

The authoritative resource for analyzing mergers and acquisitions (M&A) from every angle Paul Pignataro reveals the secrets
behind growth through M&A in his new book, Mergers, Acquisitions, Divestitures, and Other Restructurings + Website. Through
market shifts and regulatory changes, M&A has served as a solid approach to growth. Creating value through mergers and
acquisitions is a highly coveted strategy, and Wall Street has long sought a clear technical understanding of the components of
M&A as a key driver of growth. In this book, the author provides that understanding, covering all essential aspects of accounting
and modeling for the M&A process. With over a decade of experience aiding billion-dollar restructuring deals, Paul Pignataro is in
an excellent position to break down M&A from a finance standpoint. Mergers, Acquisitions, Divestitures, and Other Restructurings
covers the financial accounting and modeling behind several M&A structures. Using the merger of Office Depot and Office Max,
Mr. Pignataro fully addresses the entire integration, explains EBITDA, and other crucial performance measures. This text is for
finance practitioners who want to explore every corner of the M&A process. Learn accounting for asset acquisitions, asset
divestitures, and corporate mergers Explore modeling methods including mini-merger modeling and fully consolidated merger
modeling Read case studies demonstrating the practical success of theoretical models Understand EBITDA, cash flow, capital
structure, and their impact on M&A success and value creation This new text from the CEO and founder of the New York School of
Finance is key for understanding how restructuring leads to growth and value creation. The importance of M&A shows no signs of
slowing, meaning that finance professionals need to be able to accurately analyze the prospects and impacts of restructuring
moves. Mergers, Acquisitions, Divestitures, and Other Restructurings + Website is the authoritative resource for doing just that.
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities: An Integrated Approach to Process, Tools, Cases, and Solutions, Tenth
Edition, is the most comprehensive and cutting-edge text available on the subject. Supported by recent peer-reviewed academic
research, this book provides many recent, notable deals, precedent-setting judicial decisions, government policies and regulations,
and trends affecting M&As, as well as takeover strategies and tactics. Today's policies, politics and economics are reflected in the
book's 40 case studies, 90% of which involve deals either announced or completed during the last several years. These cases
represent friendly, hostile, highly leveraged, and cross-border transactions in ten different industries, involving public and private
firms and those experiencing financial distress. Sections discuss an overview of M&As, key regulations, common strategies and
tactics, how managers may choose a business strategy from available options, valuation methods and basic financial modeling
techniques, the negotiating process, how deal structuring and financing are inextricably linked, how consensus is reached during
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the bargaining process, the role of financial models in closing the deal and strategic growth options as alternatives to domestic
M&As. Provides a rigorous discussion of the strengths and limitations of financial modeling as applied to M&A and how these
models can be applied in various areas Includes new academic research and updated/revised case studies Presents updated
M&A tactics and strategies, along with court cases and new regulations governing business combinations, valuation
methodologies and financing
??????????:"?????????"???????????????????;"??????"?????????????????????????????;"???????"?????????????????????????
??????;"???????"?????????????????;"????"??????????????,???????????????.
????:?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Excel??????????
The Traditional Approach To M&A Was To Restrict The Emergence Of Monopolies. The Modern Approach Embodied In The
Takeover Regulations Is Meant To Ensure Efficient Use Of Corporate Resources And Protect The Interests Of Minority
Shareholders. The Two Streams Of Corporate Restructuring Are Governed By Different Legislations. Company Law Governs
Mergers And Sebi Regulations Govern Takeovers. The Value Of Mergers Which Is Governed By Economic Factors Is Quite Large
And Practically Ten Times The Value Of Takeovers. The Market Approach Of Takeovers, However, Instills Discipline In Regard To
Use Of Corporate Resources By Promoters And Managements. The Corporate Raider Can Always Approach The Shareholders
Directly.The Book Analyses Both The Approaches And Identifies The Need For Strengthening Competition Policy And Preventing
The Misuse Of Buyback Provisions For Insider Trading.
Mergers, Acquisitions And Corporate Restructuring Aims To Give Its Readers A Concise Yet Comprehensive Coverage Of The
Subject From All Angles Strategic, Legal, Accounting, Taxation, Fund Raising And Valuation A Treatment Which No Other Indian
Book In The Market Has Accomplished So Far. The Book Not Only Caters To The Syllabi Of Mba Students Of Most Universities
But Also Meets The Needs Of Ca, Cs And Icwa Students. Given Its Holistic Approach In The Discussion Of Various Issues, Both
Students And Practitioners Would Find This Book Of Immense Practical Utility.

This volume represents discussion and comments from a conference of academics, corporate executives, and federal
officials examining the ethics of mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. Topics addressed are timely considering the
massive restructuring occurring in corporate America as well as the trend to more fully integrate ethics into business
school curriculums. . . . This book provides a thought-provoking and wide-ranging survey of the issue of ethics in US
business. Highly recommended. Choice This book seeks to relate ethical and philosophical considerations to the
pragmatic concerns of business operation. Its audience is corporate executives and financial planners involved in
mergers and takeovers. Business Information Alert In the wake of major insider trading scandals on Wall Street and
serious debates over the benefits of corporate mergers and takeovers, ethics in business has become a topic of
paramount importance--both in the corporate world itself and in the business school community. This volume presents a
discussion by a distinguished group of corporate executives and academic specialists of the ethical issues involved in
mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. The result of a major conference sponsored by the Center for Business Ethics at
Bentley College, the book seeks to relate ethical and philosophical considerations to the pragmatic concerns of business
operation. In their provocative exploration of the issues involved, the contributors address such subjects as employee
interests, stakeholder welfare, managerial ethics, the problem of insider trading, and more. Divided into five major
sections, the volume begins with several chapters that offer an overview of ethical and moral issues in organizational
transformations. The second section presents corporate, labor, and government views of the issues involved and
includes chapters by Edward L. Hennessy, Jr. of Allied-Signal; Daniel W. Sherrick of the UAW; and David T. Scheffman
of the Federal Trade Commission among others. In the following chapters, the contributors address ethical aspects of the
strategies and tactics used to effect mergers and takeovers, paying particular attention to their impact on management
and employee interests. Section Four presents some alternative approaches to corporate restructuring, while the final
section includes actual case studies of the relationship between ethical issues and practical bottomline business
concerns. Must reading for corporate executives and financial experts involved in the business of mergers and takeovers,
this book is also an ideal supplemental text for graduate courses in business ethics.
This work includes updated cases and grounded models which reflect the theoretical underpinnings of the field.
Expanded usage of key idea section headings enable the student to understand more easily the key point in each section
of each chapter.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the rules and regulations that govern business--from anti-trust to workplace
health and safety.
Dr. Donald DePamphilis explains the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his academic
knowledge and personal experiences with over 30 such deals himself. The 99 case studies span every industry and
countries and regions worldwide show how deals are done rather than just the theory behind them, including crossborder transactions. The interactive CD is unique in enabling the user to download and customize content. It includes an
Excel-based LBO model and an M&A Structuring and Valuation Model in which readers can insert their own data and
modify the model to structure and value their own deals. CD also real options applications and projecting growth rates.
Student Study Guide on CD contains practice problems/solutions, powerpoint slides outlining main points of each
chapter, and selected case study solutions. An extensive on-line instructor's manual contains powerpoint slides for
lectures following each chapter, detailed syllabi for using the book for both undergraduate and graduate-level courses,
and an exhaustive test bank with over 750 questions and answers (including true/false, multiple choice, essay questions,
and computational problems). * CDROM contains extensive student study guide and detailed listings of online sources of
industry and financial data and models on CDROM * Numerous valuation and other models on CDROM can be
downloaded and customized by readers * Online Instructor's Manual with test bank, extra cases, and other resources *
Over 90 cases
THE MCGRAW-HILL EXECUTIVE MBA SERIES "Executive education is suddenly every CEO's favorite strategic
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weapon." --BusinessWeek Now repackaged in easily transportable paperback editions, these informative titles--written by
frontline executive education professors and modeled after the programs of the nation's top business schools--will find
new popularity with today's on-the-go, every-second-counts executive.
Mergers and Acquisitions Basics: All You Need to Know provides an introduction to the fundamental concepts of mergers
and acquisitions. Key concepts discussed include M&As as change agents in the context of corporate restructuring; legal
structures and strategies employed in corporate restructuring; takeover strategies and the impact on corporate
governance; takeover defenses; and players who make mergers and acquisitions happen. The book also covers
developing a business plan and the tools used to evaluate, display, and communicate information to key constituencies
both inside and outside the corporation; the acquisition planning process; the negotiation, integration planning, and
closing phases; financing transactions; and M&A post-merger integration. This book is written for buyers and sellers of
businesses, financial analysts, chief executive officers, chief financial officers, operating managers, investment bankers,
and portfolio managers. Others who may have an interest include bank lending officers, venture capitalists, government
regulators, human resource managers, entrepreneurs, and board members. The book may also be used as a companion
or supplemental text for undergraduate and graduate students taking courses on mergers and acquisitions, corporate
restructuring, business strategy, management, governance, and entrepreneurship. Describes a broad view of the
mergers and acquisition process to illustrate agents' interactions Simplifies without overgeneralizing Bases conclusions
on empirical evidence, not experience and opinion Features a recent business case at the end of each chapter
In the fast changing economic environment of today, companies seek corporate restructuring not just to stay afloat amidst cut-throat
competition, but also to increase their competitive edge over others. Thus, the significance of mergers and acquisitions can never be
overemphasized in the corporate world. Mergers, Acquisitions and Corporate Restructuring aims to give its readers a concise yet
comprehensive coverage of the subject from all the angles - strategic, legal, accounting, taxation, fund raising and valuation—a treatment
which no other Indian book in the market has accomplished so far. The book not only caters to the syllabi of MBA students of most
universities, but also meets the needs of CA, CS and ICWA students. Given its holistic approach in the discussion of various issues, both
students and practitioners would find this book of immense practical utility. Key Features • Analyses all relevant Indian laws, regulations and
accounting standards • Includes multiple interpretations of many provisions • Comprises over 60 numerical or situational illustrations to
explain difficult concepts and legal provisions • Interprets and explains 4 comprehensive cases and 9 mini cases from the Indian corporate
history and current affairs to enhance understanding • Contains latest amendments in regulations, laws, rules and guidelines as on 15
November 2012 New in This Edition • Thoroughly revised and updated • Chapter on new takeover regulations comparing the provisions with
the old takeover regulations and giving historical perspective • Chapter on Competition Law and M&A
In the seventh edition of Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities – winner of a 2014 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty)
from the Text and Academic Authors Association – Donald DePamphilis looks into the heart of current economic trends. In addition to a new
chapter on the ways deals are financed, more than 85% of the 54 integrative case studies are new and involve transactions announced or
completed since 2010. This new edition anchors its insights and conclusions in the most recent academic research, with references to more
than 170 empirical studies published in leading peer-reviewed journals since 2010. Practical exhibits, case studies involving diverse
transactions, easy-to-understand numerical examples, and hundreds of discussion questions and practical exercises are included. This
substantially updated content, supplemented by questions from CFA Institute examinations, offers the only comprehensive exploration of
today's business transactions. Mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring transactions reveal the inner workings of our economy. This
longstanding, award-winning treatment lays out what every student and professional should understand about their parts, what they are
intended to accomplish, and what their competitive, strategic, and value consequences are. Winner of a 2014 Texty Award from the Text and
Academic Authors Association Includes up-to-date and notable transactions (Facebook's takeover of Instagram and Linkedin's IPO) and
regulations (Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 and JOBS Act of 2012) Covers recent trends (emerging country acquirers in global M&As) and tactics
("top-up" options and "cash-rich" split-offs) Additional content available online
????????????????
This book highlights research-based case studies in order to analyze the wealth created in the world’s largest mergers and acquisitions
(M&A). This book encourages cross fertilization in theory building and applied research by examining the links between M&A and wealth
creation. Each chapter covers a specific case and offers a focused clinical examination of the entire lifecycle of M&A for each mega deal,
exploring all aspects of the process. The success of M&A are analyzed through two main research approaches: event studies and financial
performance analyses. The event studies examine the abnormal returns to the shareholders in the period surrounding the merger
announcement. The financial performance studies examine the reported financial results of acquirers before and after the acquisition to see
whether financial performance has improved after merger. The relation between method of payment, premium paid and stock returns are
examined. The chapters also discuss synergies of the deal-cost and revenue synergies. Mergers and acquisitions represent a major force in
modern financial and economic environment. Whether in times of boom or bust, M&As have emerged as a compelling strategy for growth.
The biggest companies of modern day have all taken form through a series of restructuring activities like multiple mergers. Acquisitions
continue to remain as the quickest route companies take to operate in new markets and to add new capabilities and resources. The cases
covered in this book highlights high profile M&As and focuses on the wealth creation for shareholders of acquirer and target firms as a
financial assessment of the merger’s success. The book should be useful for finance professionals, corporate planners, strategists, and
managers.
Corporate sector in India is undergoing structural changes as a result of liberalisation, privatisation and openness policies of the Government
since early 1990s. Competitive pressures are high not only due to deregulation but also due to globalisation. Along with the rise in the number
of Merger and Acquisition (M&A) deals, the amount involved in such deals has risen over time. The present work deals with procedures and
processes involved in financial restructuring of companies through mergers and acquisitions. More importantly, it contains 10 case studies of
restructuring through mergers and acquisitions that have taken place in India during the last decade. The work, based on extensive statistical
exercises, brings out the major issues that actually crop up in a restructuring exercise. The book, it is hoped, will enhance the understanding
of the subject which has assumed added significance in the wake of liberalisation and openness wave sweeping across the world.
This book takes a fresh look at mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, reorganisations and other corporate restructuring practices and describes
how they are currently being used to revitalise and supercharge companies.
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Tax Planning for International Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures and Restructurings Fifth Edition Edited by Peter H. Blessing
and Ansgar A. Simon About the editors: Peter H. Blessing is Associate Chief Counsel, International, at the Office of Chief Counsel
of the Internal Revenue Service. Before his appointment in April 2019, he was the head of cross-border corporate transactions in
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KPMG’s Washington National Tax group. He is a member of Washington National Tax practice of KPMG LLP. His practice
involves transactional, advisory and controversy matters, generally in a cross-border context. Peter obtained his LL.M. Taxation
from New York University School of Law and has also earned degrees from Princeton University and Columbia Law School.
Ansgar A. Simon heads the transactional tax practice of Covington & Burling LLP in New York. His broad-based transactional tax
practice covers mergers and acquisitions, corporate restructuring transactions, divestitures, spin-offs, and joint ventures, as well as
the financing of such transactions, generally in a cross-border context. Ansgar received his degree in law from Stanford Law
School and a PhD in philosophy from the University of California, Los Angeles. About the book: Tax Planning for International
Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures and Restructurings is a practical overview of key tax aspects of international transactions
that have general applications, followed by twenty detailed country profiles. Transactional tax planning always is of critical
importance to sound deal making. In the international arena, cross-border mergers and acquisitions continue to proliferate as
companies seek to maximize global market opportunities. Whether the transaction be strategic or opportunistic, transformational or
conventional expansion, third party or internal value-enhancing restructuring, it is crucial for management and counsel to develop
a working knowledge of the salient features of the relevant tax law in a broad range of global jurisdictions. This book, now in its
fifth edition, distils knowledge of the tax aspects involved in such transactions across international borders. What’s in this book:
This book considers each jurisdiction’s handling of areas of concern in international tax planning such as: – entity classification; –
structuring taxable transactions; – structuring tax-free transactions (both in domestic and cross-border transactions); – loss
planning; – IP planning; – compensation arrangements; – acquisition financing; – joint venture planning; – value added tax issues;
and – tax treaty usage. The experts in each country suggest solutions designed to maximize effective tax planning and satisfy
compliance obligations. How this will help you: This user-friendly work assists in planning and evaluating strategies for
transactions, both nationally and internationally, in single and multiple jurisdictions, as well as in implementing them. This book
further allows an easy comparison of key tax aspects in major jurisdictions, thereby providing not only an easy understanding of
the key structuring points in context but also critical issue-spotting as well as highlighting potential value-enhancing strategies.
Addressing an important information gap in an area of widespread commercial concern, this resource helps international tax
counsel, corporate and financial services attorneys, and corporate planning and compliance professionals to confidently approach
challenging situations in both national and international regime. Editors: Peter H. Blessing and Ansgar A. Simon
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